Visual increment and decrement threshold curves as a function of luminance range and noise in simulated computed tomographic scans.
The effect of luminance range compression on the visual threshold of a target in a computed tomographic (CT) scan was investigated in eight experiments. Both visual increment thresholds of a hot target and visual decrement thresholds of a cold target were obtained. Realistic noisy CT images simulating a scan reconstruction and partial volume blurring were tested as representative of complex medical images. Negative versions, high luminance versions, and noise-free versions of these CT images also were tested. In all the noisy images, as the luminance range of the image was compressed, proportionately smaller physical luminance differences between the target and its local background were needed to reach visual threshold. However, the thresholds were the same in terms of the difference in CT numbers between target and background. Noise in terms of CT numbers sets the threshold for a wide range of display conditions. In the noise-free CTs, as the luminance range was compressed, the luminance differences between the target and background needed to reach threshold also decreased, but only marginally. However, in terms of CT numbers, the thresholds were increased.